BUSY SESSION FACES COUNCIL MEMBERS AT NEXT CALLED MEETING

Constitution Will Be Discussed Again With Probability of an Early, Formal Adoption

A CLEAN CAMPUS—MUMMA

Commandant Says Students Themselves Have Banned Smoking on Campus at Purdue—Student Health Fee and Possibility of Giving Victory Records of Iowa Sing on Next Program of Council

The busiest meeting of the school year is to be held at the Regular Student Council meeting on Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock. It is the president's annual reason to re extinct students. Several faculty members will be in attendance.

No personal invitations to the reception will be issued.

SELECT "IOWANA" AS NAME FOR CARNIVAL

Committee Gets Title But Fails To Learn Name of Student Submitting It

"Iowana," which translated means mysterious,ECIOUS noise, is the title selected for the carnival to be staged on May 15 under the auspices of the Christian association, the program for which is expected to be presented from April 30 through May 4 at 8 o'clock at the assembly hall.

The prize winner, however, is in the hands of the name committee which has been formed by the council.

A preliminary competitive program has been arranged and will be carried out on April 24 and May 15, and the second and third Saturday after the 15th, to try out the group. Five of the lines, all of which are being planned by Major Morton C. Mumm, include the names of all of the students.

There is an uncertainty as to whether the carnival will be held on campus or in the gymnasium in connection with the annual meeting of the third quarter. The Gift to France will be at the meeting of the third quarter, and it is possible that a public meeting will be called and the name of the group announced. The Gift to France will be at the meeting of the third quarter, and it is possible that a public meeting will be called and the name of the group announced.

The audience, which was anticipated, was the first of the Christian association, the program for which will be presented from April 30 through May 4 at 8 o'clock at the assembly hall.

"Iowana," which translated means mysterious, cautious noise. The title was selected for the carnival. To be held on May 15 under the auspices of the Christian association, the program for which is expected to be presented from April 30 through May 4 at 8 o'clock at the assembly hall.

The prize winner, however, is in the hands of the name committee which has been formed by the council.

A preliminary competitive program has been arranged and will be carried out on April 24 and May 15, and the second and third Saturday after the 15th, to try out the group. Five of the lines, all of which are being planned by Major Morton C. Mumm, include the names of all of the students.

There is an uncertainty as to whether the carnival will be held on campus or in the gymnasium in connection with the annual meeting of the third quarter. The Gift to France will be at the meeting of the third quarter, and it is possible that a public meeting will be called and the name of the group announced. The Gift to France will be at the meeting of the third quarter, and it is possible that a public meeting will be called and the name of the group announced.

The audience, which was anticipated, was the first of the Christian association, the program for which will be presented from April 30 through May 4 at 8 o'clock at the assembly hall.

"Iowana," which translated means mysterious, cautious noise. The title was selected for the carnival. To be held on May 15 under the auspices of the Christian association, the program for which is expected to be presented from April 30 through May 4 at 8 o'clock at the assembly hall.

The prize winner, however, is in the hands of the name committee which has been formed by the council.

A preliminary competitive program has been arranged and will be carried out on April 24 and May 15, and the second and third Saturday after the 15th, to try out the group. Five of the lines, all of which are being planned by Major Morton C. Mumm, include the names of all of the students.

There is an uncertainty as to whether the carnival will be held on campus or in the gymnasium in connection with the annual meeting of the third quarter. The Gift to France will be at the meeting of the third quarter, and it is possible that a public meeting will be called and the name of the group announced. The Gift to France will be at the meeting of the third quarter, and it is possible that a public meeting will be called and the name of the group announced.

The audience, which was anticipated, was the first of the Christian association, the program for which will be presented from April 30 through May 4 at 8 o'clock at the assembly hall.

"Iowana," which translated means mysterious, cautious noise. The title was selected for the carnival. To be held on May 15 under the auspices of the Christian association, the program for which is expected to be presented from April 30 through May 4 at 8 o'clock at the assembly hall.

The prize winner, however, is in the hands of the name committee which has been formed by the council.

A preliminary competitive program has been arranged and will be carried out on April 24 and May 15, and the second and third Saturday after the 15th, to try out the group. Five of the lines, all of which are being planned by Major Morton C. Mumm, include the names of all of the students.

There is an uncertainty as to whether the carnival will be held on campus or in the gymnasium in connection with the annual meeting of the third quarter. The Gift to France will be at the meeting of the third quarter, and it is possible that a public meeting will be called and the name of the group announced. The Gift to France will be at the meeting of the third quarter, and it is possible that a public meeting will be called and the name of the group announced.
Anyway, the coal, although it may not be the cleanest fuel, is abundant and it is a source of energy that is not exhaustible.

Ivan D. Ruml

BEHIND THE EGGS

We have been discussing the increase in the number of eggs and garment advertisements. Easter is something more than an affair of decorated eggs and spattered walking shoes in today's busy world. There is something behind the publicity that is being given to this type of advertising. The most immediate reason is that there is a demand for something new. People are tired of the same old routine, and are looking for something fresh and different. The Easter egg is just such an item. It is a symbol of new life and renewal, and it is used to symbolize the arrival of spring. The eggs are not just decorated for decoration's sake, but they are also given as gifts to friends and family. This is a time of giving and sharing, and the Easter egg is the perfect symbol of this.

The Easter egg is a symbol of new life and renewal, and it is used to symbolize the arrival of spring. It is a time of giving and sharing, and the Easter egg is the perfect symbol of this.

Easter eggs are a symbol of new life and renewal, and they are used to symbolize the arrival of spring. They are also a time of giving and sharing, and the Easter egg is the perfect symbol of this.

On every outgoing—

KODAK

and we finish your pictures

when you return

Henry Louis, Druggist

The Revill and Kodak Store

124 E. College

DINNER TODAY

Sunday, April 4

12 2

MAD HATTERS TEA ROOM

INVENTOR OF SUBMARINE DEVICES TO SPEAK HERE

Professor Max Manso, who is to deliver two lectures here next week on the conditions of 'Electricity' is responsible for some of the most successful devices for submarine detection that are now in the field. He will be in this city next week to deliver his lectures.

The post does not claim to be a specialist on electricity, but it believes in the dedication to that extent that it has engaged 10 that Herbert Hoover will be on the Republican nomination for president.

We do not know a great deal about it but it seems to us that women do not have a great deal to say when their partners trade dances.

Why worry about your little dote? The government has just decided not to finance the financial obligations of 1891-169,000.

The University of Idaho students are to become disciples of Franks tomorrow. You recall what St. Linton Quaker said about every rising.

It may interest you to know, if you have a new spring outfit to wear, that theusher man promises rain or snow today.

Anyway, the real dealers rejoice at this Easterly.

M. V. M.

PROGRAM FOR SENIOR MUSEUM IS ANNOUNCED

All College Are To Take Part In Hunt Program at Women's Gym Saturday

An all-senior march and dancing "and a" program will be held at the Women's Gymnasium Saturday, April 4, at 3:30 p.m.

Pistles are afforded for the best "stout" to be given by representatives of the various colleges. Award of prize will be regulated by a committee which has not been announced.

According to Edward L. Conner, all-senior march and dancing "and a" is given for the purpose of promoting world's youth spirit, something which has been somewhat lacking in former graduating classes, and for which all senior committees are now working.

Mr. Conner, a democratic spirit, was chosen as chief counsel for the favored cause.

Hotel Jefferson

IOWA CITY, IOWA

EASTER MENU

April 4, 1920

Petter, $1.50 per plate

EDWARD A. FENNEY, Mgr.

Grande Prairie on Sunday Green Olives Salted Almonds

Coffee

W. D. C. Pipes are a man's smoke. They bring the smoker the same results that he gets from his own tobacco. They are a cool one every time,

WM. DEMUTH & CO., NEW YORK

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF FINE PIPES

DEAN

Hotel Jefferson

IOWA CITY, IOWA

EASTER MENU

April 4, 1920

Petter, $1.50 per plate

EDWARD A. FENNEY, Mgr.
SOCIETY

Phi Beta Theta Formal

Phi Beta Theta fraternity had a formal dinner dance at the Hotel Hadden last evening. Prof. of Phys. Ed. Mrs. Arthur M. Selbesinger, Prof. and Mrs. Daniel M. Brumbaugh, Mr. and Mrs. George Ball, Prof. and Mrs. Dowe Carrow were the chairpersons.

Valliee Becker Gives Party

Valliee Becker '21, who is taking graduate work in bacteriology, gave a dinner party yesterday noon at the Red Hatter’s tea room for a few friends.

Prof. and Mrs. J. B. Magnussen, 1912 Class, will entertain the Humanist society Monday evening, April 5, at 8 o’clock. Mrs. Sabo and Ann, class of women, will speak on “Some Minor Elements in History” Member of Character Presentation.” There will be reports on the recent Modern Language Association meeting that was held in Columbia, Mo.

Prof. Homer R. Dill of the zoology department will give an address on “Birds: Mad Hatter’s tea room for a few friends.

Professor R. Whitby, associate professor of music, has been here for the last few days and has been unable to meet his classes.

Hog Heaven of Alpha Chi Omega entertained at a supper dance at the chapter house Friday evening. Mrs. Cornelia C. Durbin and Mr. and Mrs. John Yurs chairperson.

Miss Mildred Cavan of Grinnell college is visiting her sister Alice, at the Alpha Chi Omega house.

Feue Mirolchon, Alpha Chi Omegas, who submitted to an examination for appendicitis last week, will leave for her home in Des Moines this afternoon to recuperate.

Miss Ann Dem of Des Moines, was a guest of Lorraine Friedland over the week end.

Katherine Taylor, Alpha Chi Omegas, will spend Sunday in Des Moines.

Funda Grundlund ‘18, and Catherine Chambers, Alpha Chi Omegas are visiting at the chapter house the week end.

DIAN GEORGE F. KAY TO

LECTURE AT MINNESOTA

Dean George F. Kay, dean of the college of liberal arts has been inducted by the Minnesota chapter of the society of Sigma Xi to give the installation lecture before the Minnesota chapter on the evening of April 11. Dean Kay will speak on the topic. “The History of Evolution in the Minnesota Valley.”

Dr. W. F. G. Swan of the University of Minnesota was exchange lecture before the Iowa chapter a few weeks ago.

SIGMA XI, honorary scientific society, has established the prize of exchanging lectures once a year, and this plan is being carried out this year.

WOMEN’S SPRING PROLOGUE DATE IS MADE EARLIER

The date for the Women’s physical training demonstration has been changed from April 22 to an earlier date of April 15. The change was made in order that the work shall be completed in time to start outdoor work, according to Marion Lyon head of the department of physical education. A rough outline of the program is as follows:

Setting up drill—Freshman physical training class.

Folk dance—Folk dancing class.

Swedish gymnastics—Freshman physical training class.

Wand drill—Sophomore physical training class.

Games—“Playground class.

PASTIME THEATRE

Today & Tomorrow

Norma Talmadge

America’s most popular actress in

“THE WOMAN GIVES”

PRICES 15 & 30c

Comin’ next week—CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG

THE FORBIDDEN WOMAN

One of the most lavish photo dramas in years.

STOP! LOOK! LISTEN!

DIINNERS

Baked Chicken
Boast Pork and Apple Sauce
Boast Beef and Brown Gravy

50c

40c

50c

ABOVE PRICE INCLUDES

Bread and butter

Mashed potatoes

Choice of drinks

Ice cream and cake

IOWA LUNCH ROOM

Apparatus stands—Heavy apparatus class.

Pianc dances—Aesthetic dancing class.

A detailed program including the names of dances and various other stories will be ready for tomorrow next week. The demonstration will be truly representative of the department owing to the large number of women who will take part in each phase of the program,” said Miss Lyon.

MILITARY BALL LIMIT 200

Attendance at Annual Sadie Sally in Armoury is Limited

Bed, white and blue decorations will be used to complete the entire armory setting for the Military Ball next Friday evening, according to Verns M. Myers, chairman of the committee. This is the first time this year that such extensive decorations have been attempted.

The ticket sale has been limited to 500 couples. “We believe a larger crowd would spoil the fun. Plenty of tickets have been placed on sale at Whetstone’s so that no one will have to have a pull with the committee to get in,” said members of the committee.

Minnesota and Opal, of varsity fame, have been secured to furnish the jazz for the mixed and their friends, and uphill full room or uniform may be worn. “Several who have seen service in foreign armies have inquired about their uniforms,” Colonel Myers said. “Any uniform of an Allied army from a shave-tail to the G. M. to a Columbia-Brooke corps will be good form. M. Pas not excluded.”
AERO CLUB ELECTS AT NOON LUNCHEN

Goodrich, Starbuck and Pitcher are Named Officers to Make Survey of Student Body

At the regular Saturday noon luncheon of the Aero Club held at the Hotel Jefferson, the following members were elected, officers (in the spring and summer term: S. J. Goodrich, president, Arthur D. Starbuck, secretary, and Eustace E. Pitcher, vice-president, and Karl W. Fischel, manager and treasurer.

Eldred L. chairman, of all committees, reported that material progress has been made in the campaign for a ground field and a clubhouse. A survey of the student body to determine the number of students desiring an aviation field will be made within a month, according to George P. Holmes, senior electrical engineering student.

The Aero plans will be shown here as soon as the state of weather permits, according to Mr. Pitcher, who will pilot all flights. The Aero Club intends to meet Mr. Pitcher in every way to facilitate the ambitious of flying at the University.

A nominal fee of $2.00 will be charged for passengers.

BUSY SESSION FACES STUDENT COUNCIL ROOM

(Continued from page 1)

'To smoke on the campus will be brought up Wednesday evening, members of the Council say. sesame has been current on the cam-""""p;1j;for several weeks concerning the illegality of smoking on the campus, with the exception of a certain specified smoking room. The law ree law room of the engineering study room,"""" he said. """"My depart-""""ment will abide by student practice in this connection.'

'Why not be no purchase Vichoria records of 'Old Gold' and 'Dunvant' is the question that members of the student body will have to answer to the Student Council will also discuss the possibility of getting a gun record manufacturer to make records of the official songs of the University at the next meeting.

MILITARY DEPARTMENT HAS SPRING SCHEDULE

(Continued from page 1)

1. Best drilled squad. in events No. 1 and 2, each company will select its best two men by competition. The four best men of each battalion will be selected for the final competition on regimental field day.

In event No. 3 all features are put to a test. The first man selected will be for final competition. In event No. 4 entry will be limited to the first man in each battalion will be selected for final competition. Each squad must be regularly organized in the manner which is prescribed and be under the command of its own corporal.

In the rifle shooting competition the ten best men from each company will be charged at the door to the auto owner and you make a fire 10 shots at 50 feet from a. Drop kicking for distance: one entry from each company.

2. Drop kicking for accuracy and distance: one entry from each company.

3. Throwing baseball for distance: one entry from each company.

4. Bunt and pitch contest: one entry from each company.

5. Hitting contest: each team must present one team per person, one team per person, each team to try to average the best击 the last man of each forty runs.

6. Fear of war: one team consisting of a captain and ten men from each company.

7. Equipment race, company by company, the best in each battalion will be selected for the final competition.

To determine the winning company, a system of points has been devised and awards will be made in the several events according to the number of points which are scored.

Captain K. H. Murray is the candidate for the presidency on the next ticket. The winning greatest number of points in the final regular military field day shall be the best company and will be the 'President' company. The ballot will be cast at the Mounting the National and Regional Colors on all occasions of the occurrence and of resolving on in the country Day the National Color from the Governor and the Regional Color from the President of the United States, will fly the winner.

To the commanding officer of the winning company shall be presented a Col's automatic pistol.

To the second best company the T. F. Phillips cup. To the commanding officer of the second best company the H. J. W. Medal, to the best drilled team the Joseph Medal. To the best drilled squad the Joseph Medal. To the best drilled squad the Joseph Medal. To the best drilled squad the Joseph Medal.

To the man making the highest aggregate score in the final rifle competition, the Colonel Burlant Medal.

Great Fur Petitions Students who wish to be exempted from these events must observe the following rules, according to general order No. 6, issued from the file of Major Murans, professor of military science and tactics. Such petition will be considered if it is in writing and it is in the hands of the Commandant before April 10, if the student desires to be exempted for the exercises Billin on April 14. For the May 15 exercises the petition must be filed before May 1, and for the final event of May 22, petitions must be filed before May 3. Petitions will be considered only in exceptional cases. Major Murans says.

WANT ADS

BOARD now for $6.50 a week at Banner Dairy Lunch. 11 South Dis-

LAW: Common Brouch. Finder return to H. L. Bantam, 521 E. College

AERO CLUB ELECTS

JEFFERSON BILLIARD ROOM

"Service" that students appreciate

C. A. Schmidt, Proprietor

Our Depositors KNOW

Most banks are alike in the things they are able to do for patrons. But there are a few certain differences in their way of doing these things.

The standards of courtesy, helpfulness, promptness and helpfulness maintained by this bank add greatly to the value of the service offered.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

---

Easter Dinner

Every think about that...

BOY! Baked SPRING Chicken

ROAST LEG OF Veal

With all the usual trim-

TODAY

REICH'S Chocolate Shop

"The Shop with the Campus Spirit"

"Service" that students appreciate

C. A. Schmidt, Proprietor

Our Depositors KNOW

Most banks are alike in the things they are able to do for patrons. But there are a few certain differences in their way of doing these things.

The standards of courtesy, helpfulness, promptness and helpfulness maintained by this bank add greatly to the value of the service offered.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK